The purpose of this article is to present proofs of the results announced in [15] . Statements of these results have been included here, though a number of explanatory remarks and general background references have not been repeated.
With the exception of §0, the sections of this paper have been named according to the features of the classical modular theory with which they are most closely related.
0. The centralizer ring. Throughout this paper G is a finite group acting on a finite set fl (perhaps not transitively or faithfully) and p is a fixed prime.
If S is any commutative ring with identity, we define the 5-centralizer ring VS(G) = VS(G, fi) to be the collection of all matrices with entries from S that commute with the permutation matrices determined (with respect to some fixed ordering of fi) by elements of G. In case 5 is the ring of rational integers, we write only V(G) fot VS(G) and refer to V(G) as the centralizer ring. The standard basis matrices \A .\T. ate obtained from the full set \0 .\r, of orbits of G on fi x fi by setting the a, ß entry of A . equal to 1 for (a, ß) £ 0 . and 0 otherwise. These matrices always form an 5-basis for VAG).
In particular,
VS(G) is isomorphic to the tensor product SV(G).
The notation SQ, refers to the usual S-free SG module obtained from the action of G on f!; we regard SO, also as a VAG) module in the obvious way. (2) In this paper S will usually be K, R, or E where K is a p-adic number field, R is the ring of local integers in K, and E is the residue class field R/ttR. n is a generator of the maximal ideal of R. We use the notation x for the image of x under some (hopefully obvious) map X -> X/ttX oí an R-module X containing x.
(0.1) VRiG) S VEiG).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the isomorphism mentioned in the first paragraph. Because of Proposition 1, many results we obtain for VF(G) contain implicit analogues for V"(G).
Decomposition numbers.
Let A be an R algebra (finitely generated as an R module) and M an R-free A module such that KM is completely reducible.
Let B be an R algebra acting faithfully on M and inducing End. (M) by its action.
We are interested in the case A = RG, M = Rû, B = VRiG, Q). However, the results in this section are purely formal and are accordingly given a more general treatment.
The following result is well known. The notation X | V means X is isomorphic to a direct summand of V.
(2) All "modules" are, by convention, finitely generated and acted upon on the right, with the exception that the action of a base ring such as S is written on the left. For any p-subgroup P of G we define /p(P) = IFiP; G, Q,) to be the set of Before giving the proof we establish a general fact which will be used again in §6. We give an alternate approach more suitable to the present formalism by using the "orbital character" notation. Then the a-coefficient of /(C) is \\x £ C\ax = ß}\ by (3.3) and (3.4). Now sic) is by definition C Pi CG(P). The a-coefficient of C n GGiP) is |ix e C n CG(P)|ax = j8}|, again by (3.3) and (3.4). Since P fixes a, ß and centralizes no member of C -C O CAP), we deduce |{x e C\ax = |81| = |jx e C n CG(P)| a* = ß\\ (p).
Thus the two a-coefficients are equal. Since C and a were arbitrary, the commutativity of the diagram is established.
The following two propositions describe elementary properties of ffG fl p Hy The following fact is also worth noting. If H = NG(P), and it P = Q (or more generally, if P is weakly closed in Q with respect to G), then 2 satisfies the onto condition with respect to (G, fi, P, H).
(3.9) We insert here a proof that Q satisfies the onto condition with respect to (G, fi, P, H) when H = NG(P) and P is weakly closed in Q with respect to G. The following standard fact is needed for the proofs of Propositions 7 and 8.
(3.10) Suppose e, e' e VpiG), and e2 = e, (e')2 = e'. Then OPg, *Pgl) = dimF eVAG)e'.
Proof. The assertion is trivial in case e or e is 0; consequently, we may assume e, e ate idempotents. Let a, a be idempotents in V AG) with u = e, r\j ti a' = e'. Let K be a splitting field for V¡<ÍG). Then obviously OP , *P ,) = dim£(Hom£G(KQa, Kfla')), and Hom£G (Mia, Ktiu') S¿uVf¿u . Since V£ S K ®R VR and aVCa ' is an R-direct summand of VR, we have dim«, aV^a = rankp aV"a = dimF aV"a = dimp eV"e .
(3.11) Proof of Proposition 7. By (3.1) and our hypothesis, the kernel of / intersects the ideal IpiQ; G, Ù) trivially.
Since e e /piQ; G, fi) we have eVFe C¡pÍQ;G,ü). Thus eVFe' » fieVpe')cfie)VpÍH,üp)fie'). Application of (3.10) now finishes the proof.
(3.12) Proof of Proposition 8. Set / = 2rf< Q Ipid; ft, Op). Then / is an ideal in VF(ft, iîp), and / C fiV AG)) by hypothesis.
By Proposition 6 (or direct calculation) we have /(e) e /. Thus fieWpiH, fip)/(e') Ç fie)] fie') Ç /(e)/(VF(G))/(e') Ç /(e)Vp(H, Qp)/(e').
Therefore fie)VpÍH, Üp)fie') = /(e)/(Vp(G))/(e ) = fieV piG)e'). Again application of (3.10) completes the proof.
The next section is devoted to further consequences of the onto condition.
4. Brauer's first fundamental theorem. We assume throughout this section that Q satisfies the onto condition with respect to (G, fi, P, ft). P < ft < NG(P) and /= /(GiojPjfi) as in §3.
(4.1) Theorem 3. (a) Let e, e' be idempotents in VpÍG, ti) with e primitive and Die) =G Q. Then /(e) is primitive, and Efie|FQe' if and only if Ftipfie)\Ftipfie').
(b) In case ft = NG(P) and 7 e VF(ft, 0p) is a primitive idempotent with ü(e) = P, then "e is equivalent to fie) for some primitive e £ VpiG) with Die) =G P Proof, (a) We shall use the fact established in (3-12) that f (eVP(G)e') = f(e)VF(H, üp)f(e'). Of course we also have f(e'Vp(G)e) = f(e')VP(ti, fip)/(e).
Since eVp(G)e is completely primary, so is f(eVp(G)e) = f(e)Vp(H, fip)/(e).
Hence /(e) is a primitive idempotent.
(/(e) /= 0 by Proposition 5.)
If Ffi/(e)|Ffi/(e') we have f(e)=zf(e')w where z £ f(e)Vp(H, fip)/(e') and w £ f(e')Vp(H,üp)f(e). Choose x £ eVp(G)e' and y £ e'Vp(G)e with f (x) = z and /(y) = w. Then xe'y £ eVp(G)e, and no power of xe'y is 0 since f(xe'y) = zf(e')e =f(e). Thus xe'y is a unit in eVp(G)e. Consequently Ffie|Ffie'.
Conversely if Ffie|Ffie'
, then e = ue'v for some u, v £ Vp(G). Hence /(e) = f(u)f(e')f(v) and so Ffi/(e)|Ffi/(e').
(b) By the remark following Proposition 6 we have e = zf (e)w fot some z £ eVp(/V,fip), t¿< £ V p(H, fip)<? anda primitive idempotent e £ V p(G). Since e belongs to the ideal /p(P; H, fip) by hypothesis, we have z, w £ Ip(P; H, fip).
By Sylow's theorem P is a Sylow p-subgroup of Go if and only if P is a
Sylow p-subgroup of Hag', when this occurs H is transitive on the nonempty set (a, ß)G n fip x fip. Now we easily deduce that f(lp(P; G, fi)) = Ip(P; H, fi).
Hence we can choose x, y e /p(P; G, fi) such that z = f (x) and w = f(y).
Thus eyxe £ eVp(G)e O /p(P; G, fi). Since f(xey) = zf (e)w = e we see that
no power of eyxe is 0. Consequently eyxe is a unit in the completely primary ring eVp(G)e. Therefore eVp(G)e = eVp(G)e n Ip(P; G, fi), and we conclude that e £lp(P;G, fi). applied to NG(P). Hence X is the Green correspondent of V. Proof. Obviously P is contained in the defect group of every standard basis matrix of (G, fip) and is contained in the defect group of no standard basis matrix of (G, fi -fip). So the result follows from Proposition 2, the Krull-Schmidt theorem, and the way defect groups for idempotents were defined.
(5.2) Proof of Lemma 2. Obviously we may assume that G = H and e is primitive. By (5-1) and Proposition 5 we have /(e) = 0 if and only if Ffie|F(fi -fip).
Thus it remains to show Ffip/(e) «. Ffie in case /(e) ¿ 0.
Observe that /(e) is a primitive idempotent since / is onto (f(e)Vp(H, fip)/(e) = f(eVp(H, fi)e) is completely primary).
To complete the proof we identify Vp(H, fip) with the algebra B described in the first paragraph of §3. The map / is now just the projection V"(H) -> B.
In particular /(/(e)) = /(e) and so /(e/(e)e) = /(e) / 0. Consequently e/(e)e is a unit in eVp(H, fi)e. Therefore e is equivalent to /(e) and the proof is complete. Also, x 's p-rational. Proof. By Fong's result (7) (see [6, 16 .51) a field K satisfying the first three conditions is obtained by adjoining an /th root of unity (or (3/)th root of unity if p = 2 and 3^1) to the p-adic completion of the rational field. Let F. denote the residue class field of KQ, and select a finite field GF(q) which is a splitting field for Vp (G, fi). Now let K be the field otained by adjoining a primitive (q -l)th root of unity to KQ. Then the field K satisfies condition (iv) by (1.3).
Obviously K satisfies the other three conditions.
(6.2) Notation. Note that it suffices to prove Lemma 3, Theorems 6 and 7 and Corollary B for any particular p-adic field satisfying condition (iv) above. Consequently we shall assume throughout the rest of this section that K is a field satisfying all the conditions of (6.1).
We let § denote the Galois group of K(y )/K, and let § denote the Sylow p-subgroup of \. Set pw' = |g»|. Proof. By (6.1 iv) each character *P. is afforded by an RG representation.
Hence OP., y ) = OP., y'7) for each a £ y and each 7. The result now follows from (6.3 i).
(6.5) // *P. = W and M., M both have a vertex of order pa~e, then j = k.
Proof. Let P be a vertex of M.. Then P satisfies both the 1-1 condition ; and the onto condition with respect to (G, ti, P, NGiP)). Let e., efe e VF(G, ti) Since the choice of / was arbitrary except for x Ç. ^-> we have *P. = *P = 2 x° whenever xs £ ^i-Also the vertex of M, has order pa~e; thus v Cf implies A = ; because of (6.5). This completes the proof of part (b) and the lemma. give rise to such a matrix representation.
In case s = t we take / = /., / = f 2 and it is clear from the preceding discussion that (i) and (iii) are satisfied, (ii) is a consequence of the mutual orthogonality of the idempotents (/. + f-)'T, o £ y .
In case s ^ t we take / = / and repeat the whole procedure (with y instead of y ) to obtain /. Here (ii) is automatic, while (i) and (iii) are satisfied as before. We show (pe/xs)fs 4 0: If not, then (pe-1/*,.) 2 __ /^ £ hKrh and so 2cre" /a £ uVRu. Therefore 2^^ /^= zz. But this implies *P. ■ Sv, a contradiction.
In particular X(uA*u) ¿ 0 for some i with |D . | = pa~e. By Proposition 3 the vertex of M. has order pa~e. Note also that this gives k = /' whenever *P. = *Pb ecause of (6.5).
Suppose now that the number of p-conjugates of y{ divides p -1. We will show that this leads to type (ii) or (iv). 
